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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation studies the application of parallel processing to
geometric problems.

It extends previous work on straight line recogni

tion to the recognition of conic sections in the plane.
we here mean the following:

By recognition,

given a two-dimensional graph, or pattern,

determine whether or not it -is an ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola.

We

also supply routines to determine conic type, and to generate various
coordinate grids made up of conics.
There are no known sequential algorithms for conic recognition.

We

believe that a sequential emulation of the machine for parallel parabola
2

recognition of Chapter 2 would require at least 0(n ) steps.

The paral

lel algorithm is immediate (i.e., runs in a number of steps independent
of input size).

These and previous results of Rothstein and his students

show that parallelism via the Bus Automaton (BA) speeds up computations
taking excessive time (if they are not impossible) sequentially.
The algorithms of Chapter 2 use conformal mapping.

They are spe

cial cases of a general conformal recognition method introduced by
Rothstein (Rothstein[1978a]). The curves to be recognized become conform
al images of straight lines which are handled essentially by straight
line recognition techniques.
Weiman[1976].

The latter were developed in Rothstein and

As conformal mapping is widely applied in problems of

mathematical physics, electrostatics, thermodynamics, linear elasticity,
gravitation, etc. (see for example, Hildebrand[1962], or Lin and

Segel[1974]), implementing such mappings is of interest.
In Chapter 3, geometric (metric) properties peculiar to the conics
are tested to give the recognition decision.

It tests all conics with

one procedure, whereas the conformal approach requires different compu
tations for different curves.

The conformal approach, however, is not

limited to conics.
The processing model used is the BA (Rothstein[1976]) - a collection
of finite state automata (fsa's), or cells, together with an intercon
nection network of locally-controllable, intercellular communication
channels.

Previous BA and sequential algorithms developed for straight

line recognition (Weiman and Rothstein[1972],

and Rothstein and Weiman

[1976]), language recognition (Moshell and Rothstein[1979]), straight line
generation (Rothstein and Weiman[1976]) and neural nets (Rothstein[1978a]),
have been frequently (and gratefully)called on in our solutions (see
Section 1.3).
In the following we survey the related literature (1.1) and prior
BA results (1.2), and describe some basic BA routines used throughout
(1.3).
1.1 Literature Survey
There are essentially three ways to speed up a computation: build
faster hardware components; design a faster algorithm; or, develop a
faster hardware organization.

Parallel, or concurrent, operations have

been an important tool in achieving faster organizations.

Here, we sum

marize speedup results achieved by algorithms designed to run on such or
ganizations.

To do this, we first need to review the various formalisms

used to model parallelism.

An early parallel architecture, the Cellular Automaton (CA), was
devised by von Neumann(Burks Ed.[1966];

for later results, see also Burks

(Ed.)[1968], Codd[1968], and Smith[1972]).

It consists of an array of

cells each containing a finite state automaton (fsa).

The "next state"

of each fsa is determined by the current states of a set of "neighbors",
one of which is the cell itself.

In effect, there is direct communica

tion only between nearest neighbors.

To communicate with distant cells,

the messages must be relayed between neighbors.

Hence, message trans

mission requires, in effect, a number of computation steps proportional
to the distance (number of cells) between source and receiving cells.
This characteristic limits CA practicality.
A related biological model, the Lindenmayer-system (Herman and
Rosenberg[1975]), differs from the CA first in shifting the theoretical
discussion to the formal language approach, and in accenting the require
ment that the cellular array can "grow".

By this we mean that new cells

may be added (born), or cells may be removed (die).
applied to modelling growth and development.

This model has been

For theoretical results and

applications see Herman and R o s e n b e r g [ 1 9 7 5 ], Rosenberg, Penttonen, and
Salomaa[1977] and Lindenmayer and Rosenberg(Eds.)[1976].
A well known parallel formalism is the Petri net (Petri[1962]; see
also Peterson[1977], and

Araki and Kasami[1977] for two excellent sur

veys and later results). A Petri net consists of a finite set of "places",
a finite set of transitions or "firing bars", a finite set of "arcs", and
an initial "marking".
semaphores.

The places are storage areas for "tokens", or

Each firing bar (transition) distinguishes a set of "input

places" and a set of "output places".

If there is at least one token at

4
each input place of a particular firing bar, then it is "enabled".

When

an enabled firing bar fires, one token is removed (added) from (to) each
input(output) place (the numbers of input and output places are not nec
essarily equal).

Finally, the initial marking specifies the initial lo

cation and number of tokens at the places.
The Petri net may be described in more familiar terms as follows.
Basically, it is capable of representing "concurrent processes that use
the synchronization primitives P,V or their generalizations" (Araki and
Kasami[1977], P. 100; for synchronization primitives and semaphores see
Dijkstra[1968] and Dijkstra[1976]).

This is most commonly implemented

by means of a processor pool and a shared memory for intercommunication
(places).

Each time a bar is fired, a processor is allocated to perform

the task, and, on completion, is returned to the processor pool.

The

number of processors may or may not be limited.
Many models have since been developed and studied that are equiva
lent to the Petri net (Hack[1974]).

The most important are: parallel

program schemata (Karp and Miller[1969], Keller[1973], and Logrippo[1979]);
vector addition and replacement systems (Keller[1972], Pratt and Stockmeyer[1976]); guarded command structures (Dijkstra [1975], Dijkstra[1976],
Hoare[1978], Brinch Hansen[1978], Gries[1977], Owicki[1975], and Dijkstra,
et al.

[1978], schedules (DeMello, et al. [1977]), information flow

networks (Papadimitriou [1979]); PRAM’s

(parallel random access machines,

Savitch and Stimson[1979]; see Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman[1975] for de
finition of RAM); and finally, flowgraphs (Milne and Milner[1979]).
For machines of these types, many algorithms have been developed,
most being adaptations of sequential ones.

The approach is to assign n

independent processes to n concurrently operating processors.

If the

number of processors is bounded by a constant k, the system is said to
exhibit k-parallelism.

If no such bound exists, it has unlimited paral

lelism.
To survey these algorithms we distinguish four classes of applica
tions :
1.

evaluation of arithmetic and algebraic expressions;

2.

solutions of problems in numerical analysis;

3.

solution of graph theoretical and combinatorial problems; and,

4.

enhancement of throughput in a variety of existing architectures.

Algorithms for parallel evaluation of arithmetic and algebraic
expressions translate easily into arithmetic hardware.

Harper and

Savage (Harper and Savage[1979] and Savage[1976]) obtained a lower bound
of O(nlogn) on the synchronous combinational complexity of hardware im
plementations of "almost all" Boolean functions in n variables.
lated study of decision problems in
sented in Stockmeyer and Meyer[1977].

A re

logic and automata-theory is pre
Brent (Brent[1973]) has shown

that any arithmetic expression in n variables in which each variable
occurs only once, can be evaluated under unlimited parallelism in time
41og2n.

For expressions without division, Winograd improved this bound
2

2

(under k-parallelism) to time 3n/2k + 0(log n) , for k _< 0(n/log n) ,
(Winograd[1974];

also, for earlier treatments of addition see Winograd

[1965], and Brent[1970]).

A parallel algorithm for n-degree polynomial

evaluation that runs in time

2 n/k+log 2 k+ 0

(1) (under k-parallelism) was

developed by Munro and Patterson (Munro and Patterson[1973], Winograd
[1973]).

Finally, Hyafil

has shown that "any multivariate polynomial P

of degree d that can be computed with C(P) multiplications and divisions
can be computed in 0(logd-logC(P)) parallel steps" (Hyafil[1979],p .120).
Many attempts have been made to develop viable parallel algorithms
for numerical analysis.

Among the earliest was one to determine the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a real symmetric matrix (Estrin and
Viswanatham[1962], also Estrin[1960]).

Algorithms for the solution of

tridiagonal systems of linear equations in time 0((loglogn)logn) with
(n) processors were given in Sameh and Kuck[1978], Stone[1973], and
Heller, Stevenson, and Traub[1976].
2

Matrix inversion was accomplished

by Csanky in time 0(log n) (Csanky[1975]).

Hardware for multiprecision

multiplication has resulted from development of algorithms for Fourier
analysis and comparable transformation techniques (Winograd[1976], East
wood and Jesshope[1977], Jesshope[1980], Papadimitriou[1979]). Parallel
iterative algorithms for minimization have also been developed by Karp
and Miranker[1968], Chazan and Miranker[1969], Miranker[1971], Winograd
[1972], Kung[1976], and Baudet[1978], as have algorithms for boundary
value problems (Keller[1968]), dynamic programming (Gilmore[1968]),
linear recurrences (Hyafil and Kung[1977]), adaptive quatrature (Rice
[1975], and Lemme and Rice[1979]), and expansion of algebraic functions
(Kung and Traub[1978]).
Parallel graph theoretical algorithms have been studied in Reghbati
and Corneil[1978], Hirschberg, Chandra, and Sarwaite[1979], and Bentley
[1979], among others.

These problems reduce to matrix computations using

the above techniques.

The respective problems are:

breadth and depth

first searches; connectivity determination; and minimal spanning tree
determinations.

2

All algorithms run in time 0(log n) for an n node graph.

Lastly we mention enhancement of mainstream computer systems appli
cations.

They include:

sorting (Batcher[1968], Thompson and Kung[1977],

and Hirschberg[1978]); virtual memory (Denning[1970]); data acquisition
(Johnson and Gunderson[1970]); interrupt processing (Erwin and Jensen
[1971]); integrated voice/data compression and multiplexing (Wald[1974]);
I/O (Towsley, Chandy, Browne [1968]); intelligent memory (^£[1962], Lee
and Pauli,[1963], Lipovski[1969], and Quick[1979]). ? rocessors include the
Illiac-IV (Barnes et al.[1968]) , C.mmp (Wulf and Bell[1972]), and Staran
(Foster[1976]).

PEPE, OMEN and other parallel architectures are surveyed

in Thurber[1976].
1. 2

Review of BA Results
The BA generalizes the CA by providing dynamic neighborhoods.

This

also makes it a generalization of the Petri net formalisms in which the
distinction between memory and control need no longer be rigidly main
tained.

The BA has thereby achieved the most impressive speedup results

to date.
The BA, invented by Rothstein (Rothstein[1976])5 is an array of com
municating automata (cells), where communication is by means of a network,
every portion of which is under the control of some cell. By means of
this feature the effective set of nearest neighbors can be made indefi
nitely large.

This is accomplished by local switching actions that estab

lish global "bus" configurations.

By bus we mean a connected communica

tions path through neighboring cells.

Any two cells through which the

bus runs are put in direct communication.

This is important as it per

mits full utilization of the processing capacity of the whole array.
is not possible in other models since interconnections are not locally

It

controlled, and hence cell neighborhoods are fixed.
The BA (Rothstein[1976]) is an outgrowth of Rothstein's research in
information theory and measurement (Rothstein[1951], Rothstein[1953],
Rothstein[1956], Rothstein[1962], Rothstein[1967]),thermodynamics and
statistical mechanics (Rothstein[1964], Rothstein[1971b]), and biology
(Rothstein[1970b], Rothstein[1971a], Rothstein[1977b], Rothstein[1978b]).
He and his students have designed BA or parallel algorithms and architec
tures for L-system language recognition (Weiman and Rothstein[1975]),
straight line recognition (Rothstein and Weiman[1976]), formal language
recognition (Moshell and Rothstein[1979]), pattern recognition and gener
ation (Rothstein[1970a}0,

certain cryptographic applications (Rothstein

[1977a]), orthogonal regression and pattern recognition (Rothstein[1977d]
and Mellby[1980]), modelling skill acquisition (Rothstein[1977b]), topo
logical pattern recognition and number theory and arithmetic (Rothstein
[1978a] Mellby[1980], and Mellby's appendix in Rothstein and Davis[1979]).
/

Rothstein proposed a number system for parallel computation (Rothstein
[1977a]).
BA architectures that modelled n-dimensional cellular spaces have
been studied by (Rothstein[1978a]).

Various problems for which immediate

BA algorithms (i.e., algorighms that run in a fixed number of steps inde
pendent of problem size within the problem class to which the algorithms
apply) have been found are ton the 1-dimensional BA, regular language re
cognition (Rothstein[1976]); on the 2-dimensional BA, context free lan
guage recognition, and recognition of many context sensitive languages,
including aI1bncn (Moshell and Rothstein[1979]), straight line recognition
(Rothstein and Weiman[1976]), and certain topological features recognition

(e.g., whether a curve is open or closed, Rothstein[1978a]); on the 3dimensional BA, arithmetic (Mellby[1980]), and, conic recognition (Roth
stein and Davis[1979], and this dissertation).
1.3

Some Basic BA Routines
Two routines, one a subtask of the other, are used by all the algo

rithms to follow.

To describe them we first require descriptions of the

BA architecture that implements them (and is common to all algorithms of
this dissertation).
The implementation architecture consists of a cubical array of n
processors.

One face (n

2

cells) contains the input.

3

Horizontal layers

are, roughly speaking,used as data planes; vertical layers are control or
computation areas.

Each cell has directional links to its nearest neigh

bors (an interior cell has 26 incoming and 20 outgoing links, a face cell
has 17 of each, and edge cell 11, and a corner cell 7), and channels to
connect incoming to outgoing links.

Certain ceils, designated as sema

phores, provide control, and another (output) cell reports the final re
cognition (halt) decision.
In all cases the input candidate is encoded in the states of the
data cells of the top horizontal plane.

This encoding specifies only the

presence or absence of input at each cell.

To initiate an algorithm

an

external signal is supplied to the semaphore controlling the first step.
Synchronization of separate subtasks is accomplished by signals be
tween semaphores and the rest of the cells.
particular subtask:

Each semaphore oversees a

starting it, awaiting completion, and passing con

trol to the next semaphore or to the output cell.

Subtask termination

(completion) signals are sent to waiting semaphores by cells in the cube
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with access to both appropriate local information and halting criteria.
When the final step is complete, the result, encoded in the termination
signal of the last subtask, is displayed at the output cell.
Any layer of cells of the above architecture may serve as workspace
for the following algorithm, which
straight line runs.

tags the cells through which a given

It is based on properties of Rothstein's straight

line code, which we will now cover briefly (it is described in Roth
stein and Weiman[1976], implemented in Mellby[1980], and summarized in
the appendix of Rothstein and Davis[1979]).
The code of a line segment in a plane of cells is determined as
follows (for brevity, we consider only segments; lines and rays may also
be represented by codes

of infinite length - for details see Rothstein

and Weiman [1976]).

are given a set of cells through which a line

We

segment runs with integral endpoint
the endpoints naturally

coordinates.The cells containing

determine a rectangular block of cells in which

they are at opposite corners.

Let the dimensions of the rectangle be

p+1 (rows of cells) by q+1 (columns of cells) with pjiq.

The endpoints

are taken as the lower right hand corners of the two endpoint cells.

The

segment itself determines the meaning of 'lower' and 'right'.

The hori

zontal direction is that of the longer side of the rectangle.

Of the two

endpoint cells, only one has no horizontal neighbor crossed by the line
in the rectangle's interior.
hand corner of the rectangle.

This cell is said to be at the upper right
The slope is p/q.

The code digits are determined for the q rightmost columns (in order
from left to right) as:

(i) a 'O', if one cell' of the column is crossed
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by the segment;

(ii) a '1', if two cells are crossed.

This is illustrated

for a line of slope 2/5 in Figure 1.3.1.
Suppose, now, we are given the two endpoint cells as described above
(with slope p/q) and an orientation cell (the lower right hand corner of
the rectangle - see Figure 1.3.1).

We want to find the q digit code

(this will allow us eventually to 'plot' the segment).

To accomplish

this, Rothstein and Weiman[1976] used two synchronously operated shift
registers, of lengths p and q respectively.

Completion of a p-cycle

constitutes a unit horizontal (row) displacement - of a q-cycle, a
unit vertical (column) displacement.

Assuming the registers are started

simultaneously, the algorithm works because, after the first p-cycle
is completed, the q register has completed exactly p/q of its cycle
(i.e., after the first unit horizontal displacement, p/q of a unit
vertical has been traversed).
To get the code from the cycling registers, we mark down an 'h'
(horizontal) each time a p-cycle terminates, and a 'v' (vertical) when
a q-cycle terminates (when they terminate together, we mark down 'vh').
We continue this process until we have q 'h' 's in our string.
'vh-string' is now parsed twice.
'v"h' are replaced by 'l''s.
'O''s.

The

In the first pass, doublets 'vh' or

In the second, all remaining 'h''s become

This is the q digit code.

Figure 1.3.2(a) shows the successive

strings resulting from this process for p/q = 2/5.
These ideas were given a three-stage implementation by Mellby (appendix
of Rothstein and Davis[1979]).

The first, called interval marking, sim

ulates the operation of the shift registers.

The second, called the com

pression routine, gives us the code of the segment.
spoke of earlier.

It is the subtask we

It removes designated symbols from a strong of symbols

ENDPOINT
CELL__

ENDPOINT
CELL__

ORIENTATION
CELL

CODE
DIGITS

FIGURE 1.3.1 - LINE CODE FOR SLOPE 2/5
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p/q = 2/5
P reg.

q reg

L._
(a)

vh-string:
hl-string:
code :

.J

hhvhhvh
hh 1 h 1
001 01

SHIFT REGISTER CODE GENERATION

id
channels
(b)

INTERVAL MARKING
vh

channeIs:
vh or
/”
h col.

y

# col.
v co
(nb
v col.
(c)

(d)

COMPRESSION

TAGGING

FIGURE 1.3.2 - STRAIGHT LINE GENERATION SLOPE 2/5
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(a transducer).
ment .

The third stage tags

the cells traversed by the seg

To the BA, these cells are the segment.

In interval marking, we find the sequence of unit horizontal and
unit vertical displacements that takes us through the segment cells from
endpoint to endpoint.

The bus configuration of Figure 1.3.2(b) is used

to mark off multiples of p and q along a row of cells.

The two column

cells that mark the lengths p and q signal out horizontal busses to the
right.

Cells receiving these signals set up one configuration of links

and channels accordingly; those not doing so set up another (see inset
in Figure 1.3.2(b)).

Signals from a designated cell (I in the figure)

mark off the desired intervals (we take two steps, one for p, one for
q, but it could be done in parallel).
Compression pairs appropriate markings, and squeezes out blanks.
The bus construction used is illustrated in Figure 1.3.2(c).

Cells of

other channel links according to the state of the uppermost column cell
(i.e., the cell of the marking row).
To tag the segment cells, the code digits are bussed to the rightmost
q column positions of the bottom row.

Each rectangle cell connects links

according to its column's code digit (see Figure 1.3.2(d), if the cell
is in the leftmost column, not the endcell, it is not involved).
signal from the lower left endpoint cell completes the tagging.

A

CHAPTER II
CONFORMAL METHODS FOR CONIC RECOGNITION AND GENERATION

The algorithms we present in this chapter are related in their use
of conformally induced coordinate systems.

Three algorithms are given:

one recognizes parabolas; the other two generate specific coordinate sys
tems made up of conics.

The first is immediate; the others require time

linearly related to grid size (Rothstein[1978a], Rothstein, et al.[1979]) .
Parabola recognition proceeds by 'surrounding' the input candidate
with parabolas that, with it, share a common axis and focus.

If the

candidate lies between two such, we accept it as a parabola.

"Surround

ing" the candidate is accomplished by ruling the plane with a confocal
coaxial family of parabolas. Its axis and focus is determined from the
candidate using 'geometric' methods (i.e., methods which recognize geo
metric properties).

This system turns out to be the image of the

Cartesian system under a particular conformal mapping.
The second algorithm generates one of three coordinate grids made up
of conics.

The confocal coaxial systems are made up of either parabolas,

ellipses and hyperbolas, or circles and straight lines.
image, under a conformal mapping, of the Cartesian grid.

Each grid is the
The same geo

metric procedure sets it up, given common center and a symmetry axis.
2.1

Analysis and Overview
The mathematical basis of the parabola recognition algorithm lies in

the conformal mapping represented by
z = f(w) = w^

(2.1.1)

where z = x + iy, w = u + iv, and i =7-1.
15

This map takes the Cartesian
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coordinate net of the w-plane to a confocal, coaxial, parabolic coordin
ate system in the z-plane (see Figure 2.1.1, also Hildebrand[1962], pages
563-645).

Its focus is

the origin, symmetry axis the x-axis.

comprised of two orthogonal families of parabolas.

It is

Parabolic images of

the lines u = constant open to the left or _x-direction, v = constant to
the right.

Throughout this discussion, d,s,F, and

t (of

the candidate)

will denote directrix, axis of symmetry, focus, and latus rectum (the
line segment parallel to d at F with endpoints on the parabola), respec
tively.
We use the above grid in the following way.

Assume the input candi

date resides in the top BA plane as described in Section 1.2.

We deter

mine what must be focus and axis of symmetry, assuming the candidate to
be a parabola.

If this process fails (or any subsequent processes), we

face one of two distinguishable possibilities:
be rejected, or we cannot make a decision.

either the candidate can

This second case happens when

the focus, or a well-defined section of the directrix lies outside the
input region.

In this case, we simply state that insufficient informa

tion was given to accomplish recognition, although translation techniques
that would 'fill in' the missing portion could be developed.
Once we have the focus, and axis, we translate origin to focus, and
rotate the x-axis into coincidence with s.

Now the parabolic grid is

properly aligned with the candidate parabola.
In this new coordinate system, if the candidate is a parabola, then
it is "parallel" to the parabolas of one family, i.e., it either coincides
with one of them or lies between two of them, not intersecting either.
Its pre-image in the w-plane is either a coordinate line or a straight

y

Image in complex z-plane of integral Cartesian coordi
nate grid of complex w-plane under the conformal mapping
z = w2
FIGURE 2.1.1 - PARABOLIC COORDINATE GRID
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line lying between two adjacent parallel coordinate lines which never
meets them, i.e., it is parallel to them.
of the grid this
detectable.

±s_a

To within the resolving power

straight line, for wiggles within a cell are un

In this sense parabola recognition is a transform of

straight line recognition.
Figure 2.1.2 presents a flowchart of the algorithm.
Part I, finding the directrix, depends on the following property
of the parabola.

If two tangents to a parabola meet at right angles,

their point of intersection lies on the directrix (Todhunter[1858], p.
129).

We use a pair of right angles (represented by busses), each of which

is 'translated' until it touches the parabola in two points.
line through the corners is the directrix.

The straight

Translating a line parallel

to the directrix until it touches the parabola locates the vertex of the
parabola.

The vertex lies along the axis of symmetry (which is perpendi

cular to the directrix) half way between directrix and focus.
finds focus and axis of symmetry from input data and directrix.

Part 2 thus
The ro

tated coordinate system has the symmetry axis, and the line through the
focus perpendicular to the axis, as its new x and y axes, respectively.
The geometric basis for Part 3 is as follows.

The parabolic net in

the z-plane is the image of the integer net (u,v) in the w-plane under
the transformation

z = w 2 (2.1.1).

As we saw above, the coordinate

lines u = const, and v = const, go over to confocal coaxial parabolas
with the x-axis their common symmetry axis. We approximate the parabolic
net by replacing the arcs connecting successive lattice points with se
cants of the parabola determined by
and y
as u varies from ur\ to u r\ + 1 .
J

v =

vq.

We compute the change in x

The coordinates of the vertex are
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I.

Locate Directrix
Do in parallel for x=0 and x=45
I
Rotate Cartesian grid by x°
Find tangents of slope tan x° and tan(x+90)°
end_do
Collect data into one horizontal plane
Plot directrix (d) using the intersections of the
tangent pairs

II.

Locate Focus
Rotate Cartesian grid to coincide with d in one
ordinate
Locate axis of symmetry (s)
Locate focus (F) via latus rectum (

a)

III.

Generate Neighboring Grid Parabolas
Locate chord endpoints
Plot chords

IV.

Recognize
Determine whether the candidate is isolated by
grid curves

NOTE: A candidate may be
rejected at any of various
points of the procedure.
For example, the projection
routine may fail in case
there are more than 2 inter
sections of candidate and
projection line.

FIGURE 2.1.2 - FLOWCHART:

CONFORMAL PARABOLA RECOGNITION
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2
(-vq ,o).

Successive displacements are then given by

f(wQ + 1) - f(wQ) = (2uq
where w

o

= u

o

+ 1) + i(2vQ )

(2.1.2)

+ iv .
o

Along this parabola we obtain constant increments in y (2vQ ,or on the
negative branch, -2v q), and successive odd integers in x.
and v q

varies we get the other family, with y

parabolas open up in the opposite direction).

(If u q is fixed

increments + 2 u q , and the
Hence, the slopes of con

secutive chords are
2v /l, 2v /3, 2v /5..... . 2v /'(2n + 1 ) , .....
o
o
o
o

(2.1.3)

in the

upper half-plane, the negatives of these values in the lower half

plane.

(See Figures 2.1.3 and 2.1.4).

Plotting grid parabolas in Part 3 is accomplished immediately by
independently marking off x and y displacements and then distinguishing
the subset of intersections that lie on the required grid parabola.

Part

4 simply determines whether the candidate is isolated on the grid by the
parabolas drawn in part 3.
2.2 Part 1:

Locate the Directrix

Part 1 finds d by using the fact that perpendiculartangents to

a

parabola meet at d.
The curve, stored in data plane 3, is loaded into 1 and 2.

We examine

all candidate vertex positions corresponding to a pair of translatable
right angles simultaneously by setting up, in the busses of data planes
1 and 2, two distinct orthogonal coordinate grids.

The slopes of their

axes are exactly the slopes of the rays of the right angles.
chosen as follows: 0(0°) and infinity
and -1 (135°) in data plane 2.

od

They are

(90°) in data plane 1; and 1 (45°)

Plane 1 sets up its grid by connecting all

21

f(u+iv)
2v+l

I
u,v > 0
integers
2v-l

Slopes of adjacent grid chords

4/5

4/3.
slope
4/1

u=2

v=2

Chordal approximation to parabolas that are
the images of the lines v=2 (opening to right)
and u=2

length
1/4
the
Error in chordal approximation

FIGURE 2.1.3 - CHORDAL APPROXIMATION TO PARABOLIC GRID

FIGURE 2.1.4

SECANT GRID
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horizontal and vertical links to form busses, 2 by connecting diagonal
links.

Each cell of both planes now has coordinate busses running through

it (4 busses, + and - for each coordinate).
Consider the horizontal tangent (Figure 2.2.1(a); the other three
are similar).

To find it, the curve is projected along horizontal busses

to the control borders.

To do this, each cell crossed by the candidate

sends a signal in both horizontal directions along its busses.

The

"tangent" busses are selected at the control border by those cells which
receive a projection signal while one of their nearest control border
neighbors does not.
(Figure 2.2.1(b)).

False tangents are also identified in this process
They correspond to the situation in which a neighbor

ing data cell of one of the 2 control endcells (at opposite ends of the
tangent) is crossed by the candidate.
Data planes 1 and 2 concurrently determine the tangents using the
above method along both their coordinate directions.
parabola, two cases can occur.

If the pattern is a

First, if two orthogonal tangents in each

plane are found, then two cells on d can be determined (corner cells) as
follows.

Both corner cells are mapped by projections perpendicular to

the data planes to cells in the data plane 1.

There we run the immediate

algorithm of 1.3 for plotting a line from two distinct points on it.
The second case is the special case in which the rays of one of the
right angles are parallel to d and s, respectively.

Five tangents - two

false tangents parallel to the symmetry axis, and a true tangent in the
other direction at the vertex - are found,

d is thus determined by its

slope and a point on it (with the slope that Of the,true tangent).
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pattern is
projected along
coordinate busses
to control border

(a)

horizontal and vertical tangents!

gent

(b)

diagonal tangents

FIGURE 2.2.1 - TANGENT DETERMINATION PROCESS
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2.3 Part 2:

Orient Grid and Find Focus

In this step, we first rotate the coordinate system (in data plane
1) making d the new y-axis.

For uniqueness choose that intersection of d

with an edge of the data plane which is closest to a designated edge as
the center of rotation, and define the positive direction along d as the
one making its slope negative in the old coordinate system. We define the
positive direction of the new x-axis (perpendicular to d) as that which
translates us from d toward the parabola.

The final coordinate system

(x',y') will have the origin at F, x'-axis along s, and y'-axis parallel
to d (along

t).

To construct the (x',y') grid we use d as a "template",

i.e., d (which is represented by a connected set of cells) is translated
parallel to itself, the distinguishable translates being representatives
of y' coordinate lines.

The translation process also generates repre

sentatives of x' coordinate lines.
Translation takes one step.

The (x1,y’) system will be set up in

data plane 1, while plane 3 stores the putative parabola and intermediate
computations.
The translating bus configuration is built as follows.

First,

within the data plane, like diagonal links are connected "head to tail"
to form a Cartesian grid rotated 45°.

At the control border, each cell

connects each diagonal input link t£ the output link (into the data plane)
of the opposite diagonal type.

Recall that each cell was originally given

3 sets of input and output links.

One set propagates template data, the

other two will be reserved for the x 1 and y T coordinate busses.
Since d is a straight line, each cell of d has neighbors with which
it forms one of the three configurations shown in Figure 2.3.1(a).

These

26

control
lyrder .

temp lat
cells

each diagonal line rn-i resents
two busses - one in each
direction
(a)

propagation of commands

fC
Jr
(b)

channel

45'

135‘

and link configurations

FIGURE 2.3.1 - CHANNEL AND LINK INSTRUCTIONS FOR ROTATION
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are:

nearest neighbors (1) above and to the right (labelled A); (2) to

the left and below (b )

or (3) above and below (0).

Type (3) corresponds

to 0's of the straight line code (Rothstein and Weiman[1976]), types (1)
and (2), in pairs, to the l1s.

To form the y 1 coordinate lines, cells of

d signal along the 45° busses as follows.

Each cell signals its label.

Data cells receiving them connect links (to form busses parallel to d)
correspondingly.

If 'A' is received, links at the top are connected to

those to the right.
bottom.

If 'B', left links are connected to the links at the

If 'O', links are connected top to bottom.

The x'-coordinate busses are set up by the same signals, after re
flection by the control borders.
busses (Figure 2.3.1(a)).
(Figure 2.3.1(b)).

This makes them come in on the 135°

If 'O', links are connected left to right

Putting all links together in this fashion covers the

plane with x'-coordinate busses in the same way the y'-bus configuration
covered the plane with representatives of the y'-coordinates previously.
Figures 2.3.1 through 2.3.3 illustrate this process.

The following complication arises at the control border.

Not all

control border cells are terminae of two coordinate busses (unless tem
plate is perpendicular to a border edge).

To work with lengths measured

in terms of the (x',y') system, control border cells that are not con
nected to the coordinate busses used in a length projection must be
'shorted out'.

These cells configure their links so that, in effect,

they are removed from the array (see Figure 2.3.4).
If lengths are to be manipulated in the control face, columns of
cells must also be shorted out (see Figure 2.3.4).

An example of this
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Coordinate busses for rotated Cartesian grid with template
line bus of slope -13/14.

Template bus is that marked with

A's, B 1s, and O' s.

FIGURE 2.3.2 - COORDINATE BUSSES PARALLEL TO TEMPLATE BUS LINE
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r

\\\\x
\
\ X

A

B \

\

\

FIGURE 2.3.3 - COORDINATE BUSSES ORTHOGONAL TO TEMPLATE
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/
coordinate
bus
coordinate
bus

1

/

coordinate

/I

bus

control
border

X - shorted control border cell

link and channel
configuration for
shorted column’s
0 and 45 degree
links

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 2.3.4 - SHORTING PROCESS

FIGURE 2.3.5 - CONTROL FACE DOUBLING IN ROTATED SYSTEM
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is the procedure that finds the latus rectum,

I.

With columns

shorted, the doubling process (distance from d to t is doubled to get

I) proceeds

as before (Figure 2.3.5).

Finding F is now straightforward.
entire process.

Figure 2.3.6 illustrates the

The (x*,y') system is constructed with template d.

Vertex tangent, t, is found by the projection method discussed earlier.

Iis

found by the doubling process from d and t.

the control border cells marking s and

2.4 Part

F is now marked by

I.

Plot the Grid Parabolas

We must plot adjacent parabolic coordinate lines, between which (or
on one of which) the candidate parabola must lie.
parallel on planes 1 and 2.

We compute them in

The data stored in plane 3 is copied into

both, and the (xT,y') grid, d etc., also appears in both.
Let the 2 grid parabolas be images under z=f
v = vD and v = V q + 1 in the w-plane.
2

-1

(w)=w

2

of

The coordinates of their
2

the (x',y')~ plane are ( -vq ,o) and (-(v q + 1 ) ,0).

the lines
vertices in

Hence if x q is the dis

tance from F to d, it follows that
< x <(v + 1)^
o — o
o

(2.4.1)

2
We use 2.4.1 and the fact that 1+3+5+...+(2n-l) = n , for n - 1,2...,
to find the vertices.
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vertical face
verti

vertical
face

these busses
bisect the
distance
be tween
outer cells
to give s

v.face

these busses copy
the distance between
leftmost two cells
to give

J,

FIGURE 2.3.6 - FOCUS LOCATION
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All grid parabolas have their vertices to the left of F along s at
distances 1, 1 + 3 ,

1+3+5,....,

2

n , ...

.

To mark off these seg

ments of successive odd lengths we use all 3 BA dimensions.

Note that

this is the first time three BA dimensions are required- We find this
situation once more when we plot the secants.

The candidate and other

intermediate data are stored in a plane that is not involved in the cal
culation.

In a

horizontal plane a line of slope 1/2 is drawn.

The line

passes through points (2p, p) for p a positive integer, thus giving the
needed segments (see Figure 2.4.1(a)).

Each segment (of length 2p + 1)

now must be shifted to the right of the preceeding segment (length 2p-l).
To accomplish this we use the busses of Figure 2.4.1(b) in the vertical
planes containing segments.

The new positions of the segments are pro

jected into one horizontal plane and sent to the control border.

There

they are shifted around as needed.
The vertices of the two parabolas sought are then found immediately
by comparison with the candidate.

It must be remembered that here dis

tances are measured along (x' ,y') - coordinate lines, but these show up
as the same distances along the control borders ((x,y) coordinates) pro
vided the "shorting" described earlier has been carried out.

This per

mits discussion of "oblique" cases with "rectangular" diagrams!
The next step is to find the points at which successive chords meet
on the parabolas (see eqn. 2.1.3 for their slopes).

Starting from the

2

vertex (-vQ , 0)-we lay off constant increments 2v q along the y' axis, and
increments 1,3,5,...., along the x' axis.

We get 2v q as 1 more than the

length of the largest segment adjacent to the vertex, marking it off
along the y' axis immediately.

The procedure is similar to the doubling
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7

5

3
2 ,1 )

1

(0 ,0)
(a)

determine segments of odd length

original segment
shifted segment

segment of length's,
n (n=9) is shifted\
n-2 positions to the
right

(b) place end to end by shifting each segment

FIGURE 2.4.1 - SQUARE MARKINC PROCESS

procedure discussed in connection with Figure 2.3.4.
increments are found immediately as before.

The x'

The x' and y'

increments just marked intersect in a set of points (cells) that
includes the chord endpoints we are seeking.

The cells in this

set are put in a special state by the receipt of a signal from the
vertex after they have set up the following bus configuration.
Each cell through which an x' and a y' increment marking bus runs
channels incoming m-bus lines (parallel to d) to outgoing positive
-1/m -bus lines.

All others simply retain their coordinate m-bus

and -1/m bus lines.

Now a signal from the vertex isolates at once

all of the chord endpoints lying in the grid region.

See Figure

2.4.2.

By concurrently using the line generation routine of Section
1.3 to plot the chords from the points just found, we obtain the
2

chordal approximation to the parabola with vertex at (-Vq ,0).

2

In the other plane, the 'parabola' with vertex at (-(v q +1 ) ,0 )
is constructed similarly.

2.5

Part 4:

Recognize

Recognition is now simple.

The 'grid' parabolas and the

candidate are loaded into one data plane.

All data plane links

are then connected except those crossed by either of the two grid

ca:

date

outer
grid
parafe

inner
grid par,

*

constant y 1 increments along each parabola

FIGURE 2.4.2 - GRID PARABOLA PLOTTING PROCESS
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parabolas.

The candidate parabola cells then emit a signal.

If

any cell of the control border other than those lying between the
grid parabolas receives this signal, the candidate is not a
parabola.

Otherwise, it is accepted as one, to within the resolu

tion of the BA.

2.6

Error and Resolution in Parabola Recognition

The precision of any recognition decision depends on the sizes
of the BA cell and grid, and varies according to position on the
grid.

This variance

area with increasing

is due to the increase incurvilinear
distance from origin (focus).

square

In all cases,

the precision can be improved to the limit imposed by the BA.

Another concern is the error introduced by the secant (here
after, chordal) approximation to the parabolic grid.
the maximum error in
call it

ax,

For any chord,

the direction parallel to thesymmetry axis,

is 1/4 the side of the

unit cell.

The maximum

is

reached at the midpoint of each grid chord (the error is zero at
the endpoints).

In the remainder of this section, we justify the above state
ments.

Throughout, we use the Cartesian coordinate system with

focus, F, at origin, and x-axis the symmetry axis of the parabolic
grid.
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We first look at the error associated with the chordal approx
imation.

Consider the images of the points (u,v) and (u+l,v) for

u, v integers (the case (u,v) , (u,v+l) is analogous).

Both are

mapped to the grid parabola which opens in the +x-direction, with
2

vertex at (-v ,0), and whose equation is therefore

= 4v2 (v2+x)

(2.6.1)

in the z-plane (p. 176, Eisenhart[1966]).

2

The mapping (2.1.1) takes

2

(u,v) in w

to (u -v ,2uv) in z

(u+l,v) in w

to ((u+l)2-v2 ,2(u+l)v)

^

The midpoint of the chord is then

(u2-v2+u+l/2,2uv+v)

(2.6.3).

Since,

u 2-v 2+u +1/2

=

(u +1 /2)2-v 2+1/4

(2 .6 .4 ),

we can write the coordinates of the midpoint as

(x,y)

=

((u+1)2-v2+l/4,2uv+v)

(2.6.5).
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Let p and q be the vertical and horizontal displacements
determined by the chord,

p and q are integers since the chord end

points have integral coordinates.

The slope of the chord is p/q

(though this expression is not necessarily in lowest terms).

Recall

from Section 2.1 (equation 2.1.3) that

p = 2v

(2.6.6); and,

q = 2u+l

(2.6.7).

The tangent to the parabola of slope p/q meets it at the
point

((u+1/2)2-v2 ,2uv+v)

(x,y)

This is shown as follows.

( 2 . 6 . 8 ).

Differentiating both sides of equation

2.6.1, we ge t

2

2ydy = 4v dx

(2.6.9)

or,
2

dy/dx

=

2v /y

=

p/q

( 2 . 6 . 10).

Substituting 2.6.6 and 2.6.7 into 2.6.10, we get

2v2/y

=

2v/(2u+l)

( 2 . 6 . 11),
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or
y

=

v(2u+l)

=

Combining equations 2.6.1
2

v (2u+l)

2

=

2

( 2 . 6 . 12 ).

2uv+v

and 2.6.12, we get

2

4v (v +x)

(2.6.13).

Simplifying 2.6.13, we find

x

(2.6.14).

(u + 1 / 2 ) 2- v 2

Equations 2.6.12 and 2.6.14 give the desired coordinates.

Comparing these coordinates and the ones of the chord midpoint
(equation 2.6.5)

showsthat the distance between them is 1/4 (the

side of

the unit cell). The conic arc cut out by the chord lies

between

thetangent and

the secant on which the chord lies.

This

means that Ax, the maximum error in the x direction, is 1/4, which
is what we wanted to show.

The second problem is to show that the precision of the algor
ithm results is different in different parts of the grid.

This is

due to the fact that the areas of the curvilinear squares increase
with distance from origin.
To see this, consider the mapping of equation 2.1.1.

Under

the mapping, u and v of w are taken to

x

=

2

2

u -v

and

y

=

2uv

(2.6.15)
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in z.
The Jacobian determinant of x and y with respect to u and v
is
3x
3u
9(x,y)
3 (u,v)

3x
3v
3x 3y
3u 3v

=

3x 3y
3v 3u

(2.6.16)

d
z
3v

d
Z
3u
(p. 342, Hildebrand[1962]).

In our case, the derivatives are not

partial derivatives, and are determined from equations 2.6.15 to
be

^
du

= 2u ,

^

= -2v ,
dv

^ = 2v , ^ = 2u
du
dv

(2.6.17)

Substituting the expressions 2.6.17 into 2.6.16, we get

9 (x,y)
3(u,v)

4u^+4v^

=

4 IwI^

=

4 z

(2.6.18)

Equation 2.6.18 gives the magnification factor between
corresponding areas in w and z.

In our case, where unit squares in

w are taken to curvilinear squares in z, the area of the curvilinear
square is a function of the average distance from origin to plane
area element.

Resolution can be increased by bisecting opposite edges of
curvilinear squares to form four new curvilinear squares.

This is

possible because of the character of the error Ax, and the nature
of the mapping.
limit is reached.

This process can continue until the cell resolution
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2.7 Conformal Conic Net Generation
Here, we extend the domain of

the preceeding algorithm

to includeall

conics, and sharpen the resolution

to the individual cell. Our emphasis

will be slightly different in that

wewill be concerned primarily with

the generation of conformally definable
conics.

coordinate systems made up of

The algorithm to do this runs in 0(n) steps (input length is n

2

bits).
Approximations to any one of three coordinate systems will be con
structed according to the location of the foci, that are given as input.
The systems are:
1.

The confocal, coaxial parabolas introduced in Section

2.1;

2.

The confocal, coaxial ellipses and hyperbolas that are the
images in z of the lines of slope 0 or oo in w under the
conformal map z = sinw; and,

3.

polar coordinates in z — the image of lines of slope 0 or
cd in w under the conformal mapping z = eW .

(See Figure 2.1.1 for (1.), and Figure 2.7.1 for (2.) and (3.)). For com
pleteness (both foci at ® ) , w e

also mention

the identity transformation.

Our algorithm is based on a property of focal chords shared by each
of the above families of ruling curves.

That is, at any point (cell) of

the data plane, the tangent to one of the two coordinate curves running
through the point bisects the angle determined by the two (possibly
coincident) focal chords that intersect at the point.
illustrates this for the three systems.
bert and

Hilbert and

Figure 2.7.2
Cohn-Vossen (Hil

Cohn-Vossen[1952],p.5) demonstrate this property for the

elliptic/hyperbolic coordinate system.
focus is at

od,

For the parabolic system, one

so the second focal chord is taken as that through the

* distance from
secant midpoint
to arc along
horizontal is 1/
cell
FIGURE 2.6.1 - ERROR IN SECANT APPROXIMATION

(a)

image of Cartesian grid of the w-plane
in the z-plane under z = ew

(b)

image of Cartesian grid of the w-plane
in the z-plane under z = sin w

FIGURE 2.7.1 - CONIC COORDINATE SYSTEMS
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hype rbbla

F
(a)

1

two distinct foci

circll
line

F

(b)

coincident foci

F

(c)

symmetry axis

one focus at infinity

FIGURE 2.7.2 - CONIC FOCAL CHORDS
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given point and parallel to the symmetry axis.

It is a theorem that equal

angles are formed by the tangent and the two 'focal’ chords at the given
point(Eisenhart[1966], p. 178), i.e., the tangent bisects the angle formed
by the chords.

In the polar case, the property is trivially satisfied —

the chords coincide and the angle to be bisected is zero.
From this we get the following algorithm>flowcharted in Figure 2.7.3.
The number of execution steps required is 0(n)

(n

3

processors)

because

two dimensions are needed to produce the coordinate lines at each cell.
Hence, only a column of cells may be ruled simultaneously,
zontal planes as computation spaces for the n cells.

using n hori

In each plane, lines

from the specified cell to the foci are drawn, and the angles between the
two bisected.
To allocate the n horizontal planes to the cells of a column, we
simply have all the cells of an outside face of the BA channel incoming
135

°

links to outgoing 135

left corner cell

°

assigns

links.

A signal from

a unique row position

thecell below the top
toeach of n horizontal

planes (staircase pattern). Two signals, one from the data plane (column)
and one from the control face just prepared, specify the (subroutine) in
put cell for a particular horizontal computation plane.
The foci and symmetryaxis are passed to all
Each cell of the data plane
planes, in the following way.

the computation planes.

is ruled, in one of the n prepared horizontal
If the given foci coincide, we simply plot

the line containing cell and foci, and use it as template in the rotation
routine of Section 2.3 to get the line perpendicular to it through the

Copy input to all horizontal planes.
Do

for each vertical column in input plane.

!

Do, in parallel, for each cell in column.

I
i
;
1

!

If the foci coincide:
then plot the line from foci to cell.
Else:
I
If there are two foci given:
then plot the two lines from foci
to cell.
Else:
plot the line from focus to cell,
and plot the line through the cell
perpendicular to the given axis:
Endif.
Now, bisect one of the two angles formed
by the two new lines.
Plot the bisector.
Endif.
Plot the line through the cell and perpendicular
to the line through the line just determined.

end do.
end do

FIGURE 2.7.3 - FLOWCHART:

CONIC GRID GENERATION
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cell. This gives the ruling at each cell for the polar mapping.

If both

foci are present and distinct, we plot the lines through them that inter
sect at the designated cell.

Otherwise, we plot the lines

intersecting

at the input cell, through focus and parallel to symmetry axis, respec
tively.

In both cases, the next step is the bisection of the angles

formed at the intersection of the two lines.
To bisect such an angle we proceed as follows.

Four segments are

determined by coincident vertices of the four angles together with the
four points of intersection of the two lines with the control border.
Each segment is allocated its own horizontal plane.

This plane is ruled

by the rotation routine (Section 2.3) using the segment as template.

The

segment length is marked off at the control border by projection along
the lines orthogonal to the segment.
for comparison.

The four lengths are then aligned

The shortest segment is determined and eliminates itself

and the shorter of the two segments on the other line from further con
sideration.
Of the remaining two segments, the shorter length is chosen, and is
marked off on the longer one, starting at the vertex endpoint.

The line

containing the cell reached by this marking and the endpoint of the
shorter segment is now plotted; and the segment of this line between the
two defining points is bisected.
input cell is the bisector.

The line through this midpoint and the

Plotting it, and the line perpendicular to

it at the input cell, gives us the portion of the required ruling through
that cell.
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This algorithm may be adapted for recognition as follows.

Procedures

developed in Chapter 3 can be used to find the foci of central conics
(i.e., ellipses and hyperbolas), those of this chapter can serve for the
parabolas.

The generation algorithm would then be run; and, if at each

cell of the candidate, it and the ruling correspond, we accept the candi
date as conic.

The algorithm of the next chapter is immediate and recog

nizes all conic types, whereas this algorithm is linear. The former, for
fast recognition is thus superior.
2.8 Rectangular hyperbolas - the inverse function
The mapping expressed by equation 2.1.1, which takes the Cartesian
grid in w to the parabolic one in z, has an inverse that is similarly
associated with the conics.

In particular, the Cartesian grid in z is

mapped into a net made up of four families of rectangular hyperbolas with
common center (origin) in w.

The four symmetry axes are the u- and

v-axes, and the lines through the origin of slopes + 1 (see Figure 2.8.1).
In this section, we will give an algorithm, running in 0(n) steps, that
will rule the plane with this system.
We write the inverse of (2.1.1) as
w = f 1 (z) = / T

(2.8.1 )

with w = u + iv, and z = x + iy as usual.
ginary parts,
x = u

In terms of its real and ima

(2.8.1) becomes
2

2

- v , y

= 2uv

Consider the image of x = const..

(2.8.2) .
Depending on its sign,

it is mapped to one of the two families with foci on the u-, or v-axis.
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FIGURE 2.8.1 - RECTANGULAR HYPERBOLAS

v-axis

ruling ft— £
at this / ^
cell
'

FIGURE 2.8.2 - RULING PROCESS

u axis
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Differentiating the first of the equations (2.8.2)(holding x fixed),
we find the slope of the tangent to the image of x = const, to be
dv
du

- u
v

(2.8.3).

Similarly, fixing y, we get
dv
du

-v
u

(2.8.4).

as expected.
This suggests an algorithm for constructing the desired grid.
input is the center (origin) and the u-axis.

The

The allocation of compu

tation planes and the linear time execution described in the previous
section are used again in the present algorithm.

The only difference

in the two algorithms is in the ruling computation for each data plane
cell.
Figure 2.8.2 illustrates the ruling process.

The line, of slope

-v/u through the cell with coordinates (u,v) (u,v integers), is plotted
along with the one perpendicular to it through the same cell.(This gives
pieces of the required ruling at each cell.)

They are linked to form

grid curves in the same manner as done in the conic case.

CHAPTER III
GEOMETRIC CONIC RECOGNITION
Geometric properties that are invariant under particular transfor
mations are the basis for the conic recognition algorithm (henceforth
called the diameter algorithm) described in this chapter.

The algorithm

recognizes the trace of any conic on the BA grid that is distinguishable
from non—conics, within the limits of resolution.
Section 3.1 contains mathematical analysis.

We give an overview

and a flowchart of the algorithm in Section 3.2, major subroutines in
Sections 3.3

through 3.5.

Section 3.6 gives a method for finding the

eccentricity of a curve known to be a conic.
3.1

Analysis
The diameter algorithm recognizes a conic by investigating its con

jugate diameters.

A DIAMETER of a conic is a segment (ellipse or hyper

bola), ray (parabolic case), or line (hyperbolic case) terminating on
the conic, and passing through the center.
tween

The center is halfway be

the foci; the center of the parabola is the point at infinity.

Given a diameter, we define its CONJUGATE

DIAMETER as follows.

For

central conics (ellipses and hyperbolas) take any line cutting the conic
in two points that is parallel to, but distinct from, the given diameter.
Find the midpoint of the chord lying along this line with endpoints on
the conic.

This midpoint and the center determine the diameter that is

conjugate to the one given.

For the parabola, midpoints of the two

parallel chords determine a ray parallel to the axis of symmetry.
conjugate is the line at infinity parallel to the two chords.

In

general, if the conjugate construction yields a locus that is not a
51

Its
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straight line, the curve cannot be a conic.
Let the Cartesian x-axis run through the foci (focus and vertex, for
the parabola), the y-axis through the center (focus for the parabola).
Then, the following relation holds between slopes of conjugate diameters,
say m and m , and the eccentricity, e, of the conic:
m*m

c

= e

2

- 1

(3.1.1).

Only for the central conics does any slope m have a unique corresponding
slope m

c

(since e

2

is not 1).

Figure 3.1.1 illustrates the preceeding discussion (see also
Eisenhart[1966]).
These diametral properties form the basis of the diameter algorithm.
When successful, it determines pairs of diameters (conjugate for the
central conics, parallel for the parabolas).
with a set of parallel lines.
input slope.

First, we cover the plane

Their slope will be referred to as the

For brevity, we call the SET OF CELLS traversed by a line

A LINE, similarly, we use POINT and CELL as equivalent in the following.
All chords of the candidate locus so determined are bisected.

If the

midpoints lie on a straight line, we proceed to the next stage, other
wise we reject the candidate.

The next stage covers the plane with lines

parallel to the line determined by the first stage midpoints.

A new set

of parallel chords is produced and their midpoints (if any) are found.
If the candidate is a central conic, the second set of points lies on the
diameter whose slope is the input slope.

If the candidate is a parabola,

no such midpoints will be found since the diameters are half lines
parallel to the symmetry axis.

In this case we use two 'input' or 'test'

slopes to find two parallel diameters.

If the midpoints are not
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(a)

ellipse

(b)

hyperbola

(c)

parabola

FIGURE 3.1.1 - CONJUGATE DIAMETERS
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collinear (central conic) or the diameters are not parallel (parabola)
the candidate cannot be a conic.
Finally, some degenerate cases must be eliminated.

Doubly

symmetric

loci with perpendicular axes of symmetry will satisfy the test if the in
put test slope is that of one of the axes.

As an example, consider the

case in which the candidate is a rectangle, and the test slope is that of
one of the sides.

The resulting diameters will be lines parallel to a

side perpendicular to the original one.

To take care of this problem, we

vary the test slope and rerun the routines whenever the diameters result
ing from the first run are perpendicular.

Only conics will pass the

second test.
Resolution constraints at cell and grid structure levels affect the
semantics of recognition, and add complexity to the algorithm, respective
ly.

In the first case, information based on image differences distin

guishable only inside the excited cells is not available to the BA.
When we say we recognize an input candidate as a conic, we mean that
the trace of the candidate is not distinguishable from a set of excited
cells which could be excited by a conic.

An infinite number of images

(including the candidate and non conics) may trace out the same set.
In the second case, the resolution limits arise from the finiteness of
the grid region.

There is no guarantee that an arbitrarily chosen test

slope will determine two or more chords, and thereby a diameter.
use a method for choosing a set of (at most 28) test slopes.

We

If the

trace of a conic is distinguishable on the grid from that of a straight
line, one or more

of the test slopes will result in determination of two

diameters (using incremental variation, as defined below, when needed).
This is sufficient for recognition in all cases.
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The remainder of this section is devoted to demonstrating the sound
ness of the above procedure.

Algorithm details will be given as needed

(the algorithm is completely described in the following sections).

THEOREM:

Given a set of excited cells on a sauare input grid.

The dia

meter algorithm determines whether the cells coincide with the trace of
a conic.
PROOF:

The proof is in three parts.

(a)

When conjugate diameters are found, with degenerate cases

eliminated
(b)

They are:

by the above process, the input candidate is a central conic.
When two non-conjugate diameters are determined from two

distinct test slopes, the input candidate is a central conic, or
parabola.
(c)

Use of the designated set of test slopes and a process called

incremental variation guarantees a correct recognition decision for any
input candidate.
The first two parts show that successful construction of two diameters
is sufficient for recognition.

(c) guarantees that, if the excited set

of cells coincides with the trace of a conic (but not with that of a
straight line), one or more of the set of input slopes will result in the
construction of enough diametral information for recognition.
(a )

Suppose the algorithm finds a diameter (of slope m ) , and its

conjugate (of slope mc) .
axis of symmetry.

Let the origin be the center, the x-axis the

Let (x,y) be any point of the candidate not on the

diameter of slope m.

Let (x^,y^) be the other endpoint of the segment

of slope m through

(x,y).
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Then
(3.1.2).

The midpoint of the chord is ((x+xp/2,
and the center is of conjugate slope m^.

(y+y^)/2).

The line through it

Hence

m, = (y+y1)/(x+x1)

(3.1.3).

Combining equations 3.1.3 and 3.1.2, we get
. 2

2W . 2

2.

(3.1.4).

m *m = (y -y1)/(x -x )
- a quadratic in x and y.

Hence, if both slopes are defined, i.e.,

neither diameter is parallel to the y-axis, we can conclude that the
candidate is a conic.
Degenerate cases are possible when one of the slopes is undefined.
This means the diameters are perpendicular, and lie on the x- and y-axes.
The locus is doubly symmetric but is not necessarily a conic.

To find

out if it is, we rerun the diameter constructing routine, using a new
input slope.

This slope is determined by rotating the line which gave

the original slope through the smallest increment in angle the BA can
distinguish.

This angle is the closest approximation to an irrational

angle that we can get on the BA without increasing its resolution.

The

process by which we determine this angle is the process we have been
calling incremental variation and will be described fully in part (c) of
this proof.
The results of rerunning the conjugate subroutine on the new input
slope are interpreted as follows.

If the candidate is now rejected, the

original input slope was (by a fortuitous accident) that of an isolated
symmetry axis of the candidate.
have a central conic.

If two new diameters were found, we

The original pair of diameters found are its axes

of symmetry.

Second, if we again have two perpendicular diameters, we

have either a circle or a polygonal approximation to the circle.

In the

latter case, the angle with vertex at center between two neighboring
corners is the same as that between the two lines that gave the two test
slopes.
cal.

In other words, to the BA this circle

Hence, both are accepted as circles.

and polygon are identi

Notice that this identifies

the circle as to type, as is true in the parabolic case as well.
End of part (a).
(b)

Suppose the algorithm finds two diameters that are not conjugates.

Their conjugates' slopes are known.

They are the input slopes which

resulted in construction of the respective diameters.

Let the coordinate

system be as in (a), the slopes of diameters d1 and d„ be m
and the conjugate slopes be m^ (input) and n^.
slope determined by a pair of

,
C2
We assume that m^ is a

1

and m

candidate grid border intersections,

m2

may also be of this nature, or may have been determined from m^ by incre
mental variation (described and justified in part (c)).

Then the end

points (cells) of the chord from which m^ is derived are neighbors of
control border cells.

Let the endpoint coordinates be (x^y^) and

(x^,y^). Let (x^,y^) and ^

2

^

2)

be the coordinates of the endpoints of

another conic chord of slope m 1 , distinct from the first,

m

is deterC1
mined by the midpoints, (x^ ,y^ ) and (x^ ,y^ ), of the two chords as
follows.
(1/2) (y, + y„) - (1/2) (y. + y.)

where r = x., + x,
3
4

and s = y„ + y
3
4.

m l' mc

= const’ =
1

-

?i

-1-

2
x1

j
/
2
+. r(x2
- x1) - x2

~ V
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Then

^yi " y2 ^ yl + y 2 " s)
(x1 - x2) (x1 + x2 - r)

-

A

(3.1.6).

Since 3.1.6 is quadratic in x and y, the candidate is a conic.
that m

Note

or m

1
axes.

is undefined, only if they are the slopes of the symmetry
C1
In this case, m„ and m
are both defined (otherwise d- and d„
2
c2
1
2

are conjugates) and the above discussion holds for d2>
End of part (b).
(c)

Finally we must show that two

the input conic

diameters can always befound,

cannot be distinguished from a segment by the

unless

BA.

The

set of test slopes guarantees this as follows.
The test,

or input, slopes are specified by the candidate.

A conic

will intersect the grid border in at most eight points (since, a line
cuts a conic in at most two).
these points taken in pairs.

The test slopes are those determined by
In case the conic does not intersect the

grid edges, or intersects them in a single point (with conic lying in
the grid interior), the conic is an ellipse (or circle).

In this case,

any random choice of input slope will give two conjugate diameters.
We will show that whenever a conic (or a locus of cells that to the
BA coincides with a conic) intersects the grid edges in two or more
points, either,
(i) one or more test slopes in the set will result in
the determination of two diameters, or,
(ii)

the conic, to the resolution of the grid, is the
BA equivalent of a straight line.
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If the candidate is not a conic and does not coincide (to the resolution
of the BA) with the trace of one in the cells it excites, then it is re
jected.
There are two cases depending on whether the line segment joining
two intersections

(1) lies on a secant or, (2) does not.

We examine

the cases and determine under what conditions diameters can be found.
The following discussion is illustrated in Figure 3.1.3.
(1)

We consider first the secant cases.

function defined

on the

interval (a,b).

Suppose f is a real

By definition, f is convex

if, for each x^, x2 in (a,b) we have
f( q ^ + q ^ )

<

q xf(x1)+q2f(x2)

(3.1.7)

regardless of how the positive numbers
(See pages 39-40 Klambauer[1975]).

and q2

=

1 - q^ are chosen.

This means that the arc between

(a,f(a)) and (b,f(b)) lies entirely below the chord joining
its endpoints.

Since any conic arc is continuous and convex by Rolle's

theorem (p. 240, Klambauer[1975]), there exists a point at which the
perpendicular distance from curve to chord attains a maximum.
this distance A y

(see Figure 3.1.2).

Ay

We call

takes on only integral values

(because of BA resolution, as do Ag, Ah, and Ak in what follows).

We

define distance Ag along the direction perpendicular to the chord
toward the arc.

It is the shortest distance to a grid edge other than

the edge(s) cut by the segment.

Ag gives the maximum number of midpoints

the algorithm can find using the segment slope as input.

If Ag is less

than or equal to Ay, the arc intersects the grid edges in one or two more
points.

If one, a control border edge is tangent to the arc.

The third

4y

^

hyp
Perb°la

endpoints same edge

endpts opposite edges

endpts adjacent edges

convex arcs
(p roper
secants)

Ah

FIGURE 3.1.3 - CONTROL BORDER/CANDIDATE INTERSECTION POSSIBILITIES

intersection determines two more secants subject to the above
arguments.

If there are two additional intersections, there are

six segments with intersection endpoints.

These are of two types:

secants whose arcs lie in the grid region, and those whose arcs do
not.

We need only consider the second type.

secant.

There is one such

It contains the chord terminated by the two new

intersections.

The slope of this

chord , used in the conic test,

results in the same number of midpoints (Ag of them) as our first
secant slope.

Unless the two

chords

are parallel, two diameters

(and perhaps their conjugates) will be constructed.

Both slopes

result in the same number of midpoints, giving two diameters sufficient for recognition.
be found.

If Ay is less than Ag, Ay midpoints will

If the number of midpoints found is one, the conic and

the secant are indistinguishable to the BA grid.

If the number found

is more than one, we have a single diameter.
(2)

In the second case, the conic is a

border intersections lie one on each branch.

hyperbola, and the

Since both branches are

on the grid, there are either three or four intersections.

If there

are only three, on© branch of the hyperbola is tangent to the control
border. Test slopes determined using this point will not result in more
than one midpoint.
Four intersections give two(secant) chords subject to the arguments
of the first case, and two other chords.

We consider one of them.

Define distance Ah (and Ak) as the shortest (longest) perpendicular
distance between the segment and the two lines parallel to it through
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the other two intersections.

Ah gives the number of midpoints we will

find by running the conjugate diameter routine (using the segment slope
as test slope).

Hence, if Ah is greater than one, each of the segments

connecting opposite branches gives rise to a diameter (only one such, if
the two segments are parallel).

Ah cannot be one.

If it were, there

could not be four intersections.
lie have seen that our choice of test slopes will result in the
determination of at least one diameter.

But suppose we find only one.

Our strategy here is to vary the successful test slope (i.e., the one
that gave rise to the diameter) to give a different successful test slope.
We call the process INCREMENTAL VARIATION.
3.1.5.

It is illustrated in Figure

Consider the control border intersections defining the successful

test slope.

The number of midpoints found by using the original test

slope is two or more.

One of the two new slopes will be successful

unless the candidate lies entirely between both test slope lines.

In

this case, we have agreed that the candidate is a straight line and not
a conic.
End of part (c).

We may now conclude that the diameter algorithm, to the resolution
of the BA grid, recognizes configurations of excited cells through which
conics run, and only those configurations.

3.2

Diameter Algorithm Overview
A flowchart of the diameter algorithm is given in Figure 3.2.1.

The

algorithm relies primarily on multiple calls to the CONJUGATE SUBROUTINE.

lines of original test slope
lines of new test slope

FIGURE 3.1.4 - INCREMENTAL VARIATION
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(I)
(II)
(Ill)

Determine the set of input/test slopes..
Invoke the conjugate subroutine on each test slope(serially).
There are five cases depending on
1.

the outcomes in (II):

In case any return code is 0 (see inset), reject candidate properties of conjugate conic diameters are not satisfied.

2. In case all return codes are either 1 or 2, the candidate is
rejected as equivalent to one or more straight lines.
3. In case any return code is 5, check for degenerate cases.
If
not degenerate, accept as central conic (or circle). Other
wise, reject.
4.

In case any return code is 4, but none are 0 or 5, then do
the following (a possible central conic):
If two diameters have been found, then accept candidate
as central conic;
Else, take each input slope resulting in a return code of
4, vary it incrementally, and rerun the conjugate sub
routine with the new slope(s). If we find a new diameter,
accept as central conic. Otherwise, reject.

5.

In case any return code is 3, but there are no 4's, do the
following (a possible parabola or central conic):
If only one diameter was found, take the slope resulting
in the determination of the diameter, apply incremental
variation, and rerun the conjugate subroutine using this new
slope. If the return code is 0, 1, or 2, reject. Other
wise, we have found a second diameter.
If the two diameters are parallel, accept the candidate as
parabola; otherwise, accept as central conic.

Conjugate Subroutine Return Codes
0
1
2
3
4
5

FIGURE 3.2.1 - FLOWCHART:

conic properties violated
no midpoints on input slope
one midpoint on input slope
no midpoints on conjugate slope
one midpoint on conjugate slope
conjugate diameters found
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Given an input slope, this routine tries to find two diameters that are
conjugates, one having slope

equal to the test slope.

There are six

possible outcomes (summarized in the insert of Figure 3.2.1) for a given
input candidate and test slope.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

They are:

a violation of conic properties was detected (return code (rc)
is 0) ;
no mipoints were found for the test slope (rc=l);
one midpoint was found for the test slope (rc=2);
no midpoints were found for the conjugate slope (rc=3);
one midpoint was found for the conjugate slope (rc=4);
conjugate diameters were found (rc=5).

The diameter algorithm uses information gathered by the first set of
conjugate subroutine runs (one for each test slope) to determine its sub
sequent actions.
(1)

There are five possibilities

as follows:

If a violation of conic propertieswas found (i.e., there is at

least one rc=0), the candidate is rejected.
(2)
turn codes

If no diameters were found for any test slope (i.e., all re
are either 1 or 2), the candidate is a straight line, and is

rejected.
(3)

If conjugate diameters were found (rc=5), degenerate candidates

are eliminated.

All others are recognized as central conics.

The circle

is distinguished in the procedure which eliminates degenerate cases.
(4)

If in any run the first diameter and a single (mid)point of

its conjugate was found (i.e., there is at least one rc=4, but no O's or
5's), then the candidate may be a central conic, but cannot be a parabola
(recall that the conjugate slope will produce no chords in the parabolic
case).

If two distinct test slopes resulted in single diameters, the

candidate is accepted as central conic.

If only one diameter was found,
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the input slope that resulted in this diameter is sent to the incremental
variation subroutine.

The output slope is used as input to another run

of the conjugate subroutine.

If two diameters have now been found, we

accept the candidate as central conic.
(5)

Otherwise, we reject it.

If some test slope resulted in a single diameter, but no slopes

produced any points on the second(conjugate) diameter (i.e., there is at
least one rc=4, but no 0's, 4's, or 5's), the candidate may be either a
parabola, or a central conic.

If only one diameter was found, then (as

in (4)) incremental variation gives us a new test slope, and the conjugate
subroutine is rerun.

If we now have two diameters(not conjugates), and

they are parallel, we accept the candidate as a parabola.

If the two are

not parallel, we accept the candidate as a central conic.

Otherwise, it

is rejected.
In Sections 3.3 through 3.5, we cover various aspects of the diameter
algorithm.

Section 3.3 contains the details of the conjugate subroutine.

In 3.4, preparation of the set of test slopes is considered.

Additional

routines and procedures are discussed in Section 3.5.

3.3

Conjugate Subroutine
A flowchart of the conjugate subroutine is given in Figure 3.3.1.

When it is called, the candidate is in the input plane (top), as are two
tagged cells specifying a line of (input) slope m.
determine conjugate diameters of slope m and m c>

If possible, we
We note the stage at

which the routine fails via return code (see insert Figure 3.2.1, and
last section).

Part 1:

Part 2:

plane is ruled with lines of
input slope - diameter is
result

plane is ruled with lines of
resultant slope of Pa rt 1 diameter of input slope is result

FIGURE 3.2.2 - GEOMETRIC RECOGNITION OF HYPERBOLA

vitl1
.

-

"

* $ > :

d>^

v,i
* ^

'

Part

1 : 1 plane is ruled with lines of
input slope - diameter is result
Part 2:
no secants found

Part l:(repeated) plane is ruled with.
new slope -result is diameter
parallel to first

FIGURE 3.2.4 - GEOMETRIC RECOGNITION OF PARABOLA

m

w

= m

rc - return code
—

Do two times
(a)

Construct the set of parallel chords of slope m .
If any chord contains more than 2 points, then
return (reject locus as conic, rc = 0),

(b)

Determine chord midpoints.
If none are found rc - 1 on 1st time through,
3 on second), or if one is found rc = 2 on
1st time through, - 4 on 2nd), then return

(c)

Connect 2 of the points with a straight line
(this determines slope of m'). * If any midpoint
does not lie on (or neighbor) the line, return
(reject, rc = 0).

(d)

m

w

= m' .

End
If m = m 1 , then accept (rc =3); otherwise reject (rc = 0).
* m' is m^ on first pass, m on second (central conic)

FIGURE 3.3.1

FLOWCHART CONJUGATE SUBROUTINE
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The subroutine proceeds in two stages.
mine the diameter of slope m^.

(a)
(b)
(c)

The first tries to deter

It can fail in one of three ways:

a chord of slope m is found to contain more than two
points of the candidate;
the chord midpoints are not collinear;
fewer than two midpoints are found.

If either (a) or (b) hold, then the candidate is not a conic.
the result is indeterminate.

For (c),

In this case, recognition is decided on the

basis of the results of the set of runs of the routine on the entire set
of test slopes (see the previous section).
The second stage is run if a diameter of slope mc was found in the
first.

The plane is covered with lines of slope m^ to find the diameter

of slope m.

Outcomes (a) through (c) again hold, with return codes 3 and

4 replacing 1 and 2, resoectively.

If the 'diameter' is found, but is

not of slope m, the candidate is rejected (rc=0).

Otherwise, it is either

a central conic, or degenerate case (rc=5).
We proceed to the details of the routine outlined above.

First,

((a) in Figure 3.3.1) the line between the two tagged input cells that
specify the test slope is 'drawn' and, using it as template, the plane
is covered with bus lines parallel to it.

To check that every 'm-bus'

(i.e., a bus that approximates a line of slope m) contains fewer than
three points of the candidate, each cell of the control border (except
those that are shorted) sends a signal along its m-bus.
candidate breaks its m-bus connection.

Each cell of the

Only two candidate cells on the

line will receive the control border signals.

Any candidate cell not

receiving at least one such signal reports the test failure.

(If a
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candidate cell receives two such signals, its m-bus is a tangent).
We next determine the midpoints of the chords (of slope m = p/q)
just found.

We need three additional sets of parallel lines (busses):

those perpendicular to the existing set (of slope -1/m), arid sets of
mutually perpendicular parallel lines (busses) at 45° to the first two
sets (call these diagonals).

The slope of one of these latter sets is

iHj = tan( tan ^m + tan ^1 )

= (1+m) / (1-m)
=

(3.3.1)

(p+q) / q-p)

and the slope of lines perpendicular to the first diagonals is
(q-p)/(p+q) = (p-q) / (p+q)

(3.3.2).

The bus configuration of Figure 3.3.2 sets up the diagonals' template
line from a line of slope m.

The template segment endpoints, i.e., the

cells with asterisks, send out signals along the two pairs of busses
(horizontal and vertical, and -45° and 135°) as shown.

The two cells

receiving two of these signals (marked + in the figure) send signals
along horizontal and vertical busses, which intersect in the cell marked
x.

The cell x marks one end of a

the other being the origin.

segment of the diagonal template line,

The diagonal

busses are developed from this

template by the method of Chapter II.
The four sets of line busses

are now projected onto a setof two-

dimensional work spaces for midpoint calculation.
each m-bus.

One will be set up for

The work spaces cut the data plane in a 45° angle, and are

set up in two steps.

First, each data plane cell broadcasts its channel

J;his cell and
origin determine a line of
slope p+q
(here 7/3)

P =2
q=5
p+q

■'endpoints of
segment of slope
p/q (here 2/5)

q-p-

FIGURE 3.3.2

£+3.

from p^

q-p

q

1
i
i

K / .
!> 11 / /
/ \S

visible face
interior(not vis.
face, not visible
exterior(not vis.

i
1

1J! 1 /
/ ' y
<Ar
/ y, /
/ / f'// //
l / \ / '' //
X

FIGURE 3.3.3 - WORKSPACES FOR MIDPOINT DETERMINATION

configuration to the cells directly (vertically) below it.

Each cell

determines its work space neighborhood and sets its channels accordingly,
m-busses run is horizontal planes.

-1/m -busses run diagonally (i.e.,

to the cell above or below the horizontal neighbor).
work space.
busses.

This fixes this

Diagonal busses are connected in the same way as the -1/m -

Each segment is now bisected as in Chapter II in its individual

computation plane.

The next step is to check that all midpoints lie on one line.
choose the two most distant midpoints to plot the line.

We

The configura

tion of Figure 3.3.4 and a signal from two of the corner control border
cells selects these.

The

The line is drawn and midpoints checked.

final task is to

compare the slope of the second stage diameter

with the

input slope, m. The m-busses

slope m)

will either coincide with one of the busses or will lie between

two.

the latter case, the m-busses

In

are used.

The midpoint line (of

are shifted up by one cell.

If

the midpoint line now coincides with an m-bus, the slopes are identical.

3.4

Running the Conjugate Subroutine on the Set of Test Slopes

To execute the conjugate subroutine on each test slope we proceed as
follows.

First, we create a ’list' of test slopes, each specified by two

control border cells.

The list is developed and stored in the control

borders of the top i(i-l)/2 horizontal planes, where i is the number of
candidate-boundary intersections, and is at most 8.

Successive shifting

of the information in the control border list upward one cell (rolling

^selected midpoints
FIGURE 3.3.4 - MIDPOINT SELECTION

intersections
= 5

L - lead rows

FIGURE 3.4.1 - INTERSECTION CHOOSING

the top plane's control border down to the i(i-l)/2'th horizontal control
border) provides a new test slope for each successive execution of the
subroutine.

On termination of a subroutine run, the return code is

stored in a designated cell of the associated control border.

When all

executions are complete, a polling-like procedure (discussed further in
the next section) is used to determine the subsequent flow of control
according to the flowchart of Figure 3.2.1.
The procedure constructs the list of input slopes in the first
i(i-l)/2 horizontal control borders as follows.

The i control border

cells marking the intersection points and all cells directly below them
on the cube faces function as work area (of size i by n cells).
other cells on the faces are 'shorted out'(see Section 2.3).

All

We arbi

trarily choose one of the intersection cells to determine the upper left
hand corner of the rectangle (see Figure 3.4.1).
The test slope marking procedure is completed in three steps.

First,

intervals of (i-1), (i—2), ... , 2, 1 are marked off on the left hand
edge of the work area.

This is accomplished using the method of Chapter

II in which the segments of odd lengths were generated (note the interior
of the cube is needed, and is free, for this).
case is 1.
rows'.

The slope used in this

This isolates i-1 rows of the rectangle, called the 'lead

In these rows, adjacent intersection cells are chosen in the

second'step.

The cells of the lead rows connect vertical links only.

The exception is the top left cell - it signals out to its right.
The above marks two cells in each lead row (see Figure 3.4.1).
Finally, in the third step, all cells not in the lead rows connect links
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to form 135° busses and vertical busses (except at the right edge).
The leftmost marked cell of each lead row signals down the vertical
bus running through it, the rightmost, down the 135° bus.
lead row cells that hear these signals are thereby chosen.

The non
The input

slope list is in place.
3.5 Control Sequencing
The algorithm's control flow requires that we implement the DO
WHILE (or, minimally, the FOR) construct for the i(i-l)/2 executions
of the conjugate subroutine; and an n-CASE decision construct, to
interpret the results.
Looping structures are handled by assigning a cell (G in Figure
3.5.1(a)) to record the status of the loop variable (i.e., that
variable representing the loop termination condition).

When the last

step is complete, its semaphore cell signals the cell marked S.
checks the condition expressed by G.
tiate the loop's first step.

S

If it is satisfied S will ini

Otherwise, it starts the next step fol

lowing the loop. In this way the i(i-l)/2 executions of the conjugate
subroutine are invoked, and their return codes stored in the control
borders holding the input slope definitions.

G is set to terminate

the loop when the original top control border reappears.
The n-CASE decision construct is implemented by using a series
of n-1 2-CASE constructs based on the conjugate subroutine return
codes.

It is illustrated in Figure 3.5.1(b).

A polling-like method

is used to interrogate the control borders storing the codes.

Cells

marked I,in sequence, poll the control borders by the transmission

(a)

DO WHILE

L-4~

CT

(b)

CASE

FIGURE 3.5.1 - CONTROL SEQUENCING CELL CONFIGURATIONS
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of query and response signals.

The flow of control is adjusted

accordingly.
3.6

Determine Conic Type and Eccentricity
Once we have recognized a conic, it is useful to have the abil

ity to determine its type, and more specifically, its eccentricity.
Since the parabola and circle are distinguished in the normal course
of the algorithm, we need only consider central conics. We assume
that the center is identified and in the grid region, and that we are
given a slope/conjugate slope pair.
To find the type, i.e., ellipse vs. hyperbola, we run the fol
lowing algorithm.

It works by investigating the curvature of the

conic from the center.

If the curve is found to be concave, we have

an ellipse.

To do this, we find a chord of the conic cut out by a secant,
and determine whether the chord lies between its arc and the center.
If it does, the conic is an ellipse, otherwise it is a hyperbola.
First we find a tangent to the conic by the projection method.

We

then mark the chord lying halfway between the tangent and center.
To find whether the chord is between the center and its arc, we
bisect the chord and plot the line from midpoint to center.
cells of the candidate disconnect all links.

All

A signal along the line

from center to midpoint reaches the midpoint only when the conic is
an ellipse.
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Determining the eccentricity, e, is more difficult.
3.1.1 gives e in terms of the product of conjugate slopes.

Equation
These

slopes, however, are defined in the coordinate system whose x- and
y- axes are the semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively.
axes are perpendicular diameters through the center.
axis contains the foci.

These

The semi-major

We will proceed by finding these axes, de

termining the slope values within this system, and, finally using
Equation 3.1.1 to compute the value of e.
Given a planar set of excited cells recognized as a central
conic, we find semi-major and semi-minor axes by the following pro
cedure.

We assume that the diameter algorithm has passed, as input,

the candidate, a diameter, and the cell containing the center.
conic type is determined by the routine described above.

The

Next, the

diameter is successively rotated about the center until either the
semi-major or semi-minor axis is found.

The diameters are determined

by the center, and cells at the control borders.
given by the last.

The next diameter is

The new endpoint is the nearest neighbor of the

old control border endpoint(the other is fixed at the center) that
has not been previously used.
The semi-major or semi-minor axis

is recognized by the change

in the length of the chord cut out by the diameter.

If the length

has been successively increasing/decreasing since the start of the
procedure, a decrease/increase indicates that the previous diameter
is one of the desired axes.

The otheraxis is the line

lar to this one through the center.

perpendicu
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The conjugate slopes in the coordinate system defined by the axes
satisfy 3.1.1.

To get the values of the slopes in this system, we take

the conjugate diameter pair determined by the diameter algorithm, and
project their respective displacements onto the control border.

These

displacements serve as input to a routine which calculates e via 3.1.1.
Mellby's immediate routines for arithmetic computation and for finding
square roots (both in stroke notation) suffice for the calculations
(see Mellby [1980], pp. 45-58).

An alternative method using the lengths of the semi major(a)
and semi minor(b) axes could be used.
type as described above.

To do this, we find the conic

We then use Mellby's calculation routines'

and the equations
for the ellipse

3.6.1

for the hyperbola
to find e.

Note that we must run the above sonic type determination

procedure to find which of the two equations 3.6.1 to use.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

We have developed BA algorithms and architectures for (immediate)
parabola and conic recognition, and for (linear) generation of coordi
nate grids made up of conics. While no one is likely to build a conic
recognizer soon, our work does have some significance for a number of
areas.

These are pattern recognition, parallel computation, computer

graphics, computational geometry, and conformal mapping and its appli
cations .

Pattern recognition is notorious for the difficulty of its
problems.

We have been able to find two immediate solutions to one that

has resisted sequential solution.

These results, together with the body

of other BA results, suggest pattern recognition will continue to be a
fruitful area for further BA application.

In fact, a common thread running through results of parallel
computation research, including ours, is that problems that are 'hard'
sequentially often tend to be 'easy' in parallel, and vice versa.
work needs to be done on two fronts.
algorithms and applications.
computational complexity.

Much

First, we should seek new BA

Second, we need further study of parallel

Both approaches are needed to obtain insights
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into the nature of parallel computation, and the amenability of wide
classes of problems to parallel solution.

Existing studies of computa

tional complexity have limited applicability to the BA.

This makes it

even more important for work to proceed in this area (a beginning was
made in Rothstein[1976]).

We are not ready to implement a BA soon, both because of our lack
of information about the capabilities of parallel computation, and
because of the need for further advances in hardware technology.

But,

there are immediately practical applications of our work in the area of
computer graphics.

Techniques described in this paper for rotation of

coordinate systems, and for conic generation, among others, can surely
be adapted for use in existing (perhaps modified) graphics hardware.
Frame buffer hardware, similar in nature to distributed logic memory,
seems an obvious candidate for such a study.

BA techniques are relevant to the wider context of discrete
geometry and topology.

Throughout, we have introduced and used

algorithms which exploit geometric and topological properties.

Even in

conformal parabola recognition, geometric methods were used to locate
the mapping's singularities.
and extended.

Such methods should be further studied

Characterization of geometric and topological properties

in the discrete domain can lead to new BA applications (and vice versa).
Promising related areas are geometry of numbers, Plucker's line geo
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metry, projective geometry, and descriptive geometry.

It is possible

that interest in these areas will revive because of their direct appli
cability to graphics via parallel computation.(see Rothstein[1978a],
a n d Rothstein and Weiman[1976]).
In conformal mapping and its application, we have shown that a
particular conformal mapping (parabolic grid) can be performed in
parallel immediately.

This is important because of the range of problems

in which conformal mapping has been applied.

More work needs to be done

for particular mappings in parallel, and in the general case.

Professor Rothstein suggested that we try to adapt the line
recognition algorithm to curve recognition by suitably transforming the
coordinate system.

If a coordinate system can be found made up of the

curves we want to recognize, then we can view them as straight lines in
effect, and apply the line recognition algorithm essentially 'as is1.
He also suggested that we look specifically at conformal mappings
because of their many applications in engineering and geometry, hoping to
illuminate the general problems through detailed examination of carefully
chosen special cases.

In particular, we used the mapping which gave us

the confocal coaxial parabolic grid.
singularities had to be located.
this.

But before we could use it, its

The general conformal case depends on

Because of this and other problems, conformal recognition of the

other conics has been achieved in linear time, rather than immediately.
The methods by which we located the singularities of the maps did
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suggest a new approach, however.

The new approach was to find and use geometric properties charac
terizing the conics as the basis for recognition.
jugate diameter algorithm.

It led to the con

Notice that the properties of conic diame

ters and their conjugates are not of unique importance;

any geometric

property characterizing the conics might have done as well.

The key is

that the geometric property be one which can be tested 'everywhere at
once', locally, to give a global recognition decision.

This has been

accomplished and is possibly the most inportant contribution of this
dissertation.

4
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